Fall 2008 RFP Projects Awarded
2008

Issa Abbasi, Nursing, Nursing EOF
Title: “College of Nursing - EOF Student Computers Lab Upgrade”

Heidi Alexander, Law School, Rutgers Law Review
Title: “Rutgers Law Review Editing and Publishing”

Nihal Altan-Bonnet, FASN, Biological Sciences
Title: “Computer for ‘Cellular Imaging and Physiology Course’ to be offered in Spring 2009”

Ka-Neng Au, Dana Library, Dana Library
Title: "Expansion of CIF Lab in Dana Library”

Edna Y Baugh, Law School, Clinic
Title: “Rutgers School of Law - Newark, Clinic Programs”

Erica Blau, Law School, Women’s Rights Law Reporter
Title: “Women's Rights Law Reporter”

Al Brown, FASN, Rutgers Learning Center
Title: “RLC Kiosk Computers”

Dana Damiani, FASN, Visual & Performing Arts
Title: “Computer Replacement for Bradley hall Journalism Lab”

Goncalo Filipe, RBS, PhD in Management
Title: “PhD in Management Student Systems Upgrade”

Loretta Fitzgibbon, Student Org, Gay, Lesbian and Straight Society
Title: “Gay Lesbian and Straight Society (GLASS)”

Elizabeth Freda, FASN, Political Science
Title: “Political Science Undergrad & Grad Advisement Mini Lab”

Alexander Gates, FASN, Earth & Environmental Sciences
Title: “Advanced Computational Capacity in Earth Environmental Sciences”

Thomas Hopkins, FASN, Career Development Center
Title: "Career Development Center - Student Career Research Mini-lab”

Frank Jordan, FASN, Chemistry
Title: “Computers in Chemical Education”

Edward Kirby, FASN, Biological Sciences
Title: “Computers for Undergrad & Grad Research in Plant Biology and Forest Biotechnology”

Asela Laguna, FASN, Classical & Modern Language and Literature
Title: “CMLL Media Center Technology Enhancement”

Asela Laguna, FASN, Classical & Modern Language and Literature
Title: “Technology Upgrade for Faculty Teaching and Research”
Bill Leipold, Criminal Justice, Office of the Dean
   Title: “School of Criminal Justice: 5th Floor Student Computer Lab”

Jane Manay, FASN, Math & Computer Science
   Title: “Student Services”

Phylis Peterman, FASN, Social Work
   Title: “Administrative Upgrade”

Manul Ramadan, Student Org, The Palestinian American Org
   Title: “The Palestinian American Organization”

Dr. John Rollino, FASN, Physics
   Title: “At present, Dell Dimensions (3 years old) are in place and are breaking down.”

Farrukh Salikhov, FASN, Writing Program
   Title: “Writing Program Faculty Computer Inventory Update”

Karina Schafer, FASN, Biological Sciences
   Title: "Ecosystem Ecology Lab Setup”

Ralph Seigel, CMBN, Neuroscience
   Title: "Neural Correlates of Sensorimotor Transformation”

Basit Shafiq, RBS, Center for Information Management, Integration & Connectivity
   Title: “CIMIC Computer Lab Support for PhD Students Research & Development Computing”

Sue Tel, FASN, Math & Computer Science
   Title: “Teaching Assistant & Part-Time Lecturer Computer Needs“

Amado Tucker, FASN, Psychology
   Title: “Psychology Equipment Upgrade”

Wajid Ullah, FASN, Academic Foundations Center
   Title: “Computer Lab Upgrade”